CASA ANGELICA : ANGELICA‘S B&B

Set in a landscape of marvelously green Umbrian hills, Angelica‘s B&B enjoys
awesome views and inspires a wonderful sense of well-being.

With three individually styled rooms, staying here is more like a sojourn at a

charming home than being accomodated at a hotel. In the heart of Italy and
close to Rome, this is the perfect base for excursions to many of the fascinating
cultural and historical places in Umbria, Tuscany and Latio.
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THE HOUSE
Situated close to almost all places of interest in Umbria, Angelica‘s B&B is a perfect retreat
for travellers exploring Italian culture. Enjoy countryside chic in a fascinating environment!
Relax at our wonderful swimming pool or explore the surroundings by bike or horse; that is, if
you are not visiting any of the many cultural attractions that are just a short drive away.

We welcome all guests and their pets, making Angelica‘s B&B a unique pet-friendly place
to stay! While we also love children, the house and the surrounding terrain are less suitable
for very young children (under the age of ten).
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Of course, central Italy is all about culture and sightseeing! Touring historic towns is,
however, a strenuous activity, so we offer a wonderful garden and landscape to relax and
enjoy while hiking, biking or swimming! And ... surprise! You can also learn to scubadive
here – with a PADI instructor having 30 years of diving experience!
For those seeking absolute tranquility and relaxation, our two hectares of property offer
many cozy corners to retreat to with a great book to read. Or why not just snooze in the
hammock under the fig tree? More active individuals may like to practice yoga with
Angelika – where better than in this serene environment?
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OUR ROOMS
At Angelica‘s B&B we offer three unique rooms:
The Garden Pavillion, the Tower Room and the White Room, ranging in style from
Mediterranean lush to sober elegance. Whatever the choice, stylish comfort and wellbeing are guaranteed. All rooms have their own bathroom.
We have officially opened in Summer 2007, our prices range from € 60 to € 90 per night,

depending on season and length of stay. Our services include breakfast. The high season
runs from mid May to mid October (when the swimming pool is open), but we do also
recommend the somewhat cooler off-season months, particularly in springtime and fall!
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SIGHTSEEING
And where to begin with sight-seeing? Rome, Orvieto, Siena, Todi and many, many other
great places are reachable within an hour and a half at the utmost. Angelica‘s B&B is so

centrally located that it is the ideal stepping stone for many inspiring trips to ancient towns
and famous cultural centers. And of course, we are more than happy to provide a lot of
tips that are not usually found in the guide books!

Away from the touristy buzz, there are also some really small gems to be seen in the
immediate vicinity. Amelia, Narni, Bomarzo and others are of the trodden path, but by no
means less beautiful or interesting! And why not visit the Arrezzo antiqueties market or a
dazzling Renaissance villa?
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Angelica‘s B&B opened officially in summer 2007.
We are located about 100 km north of Rome, easily reached via the autostrada A1
(Roma/ Firenze) or by train. We are more than happy to send you a detailed description on
how to get to us by car.

As a Bed & Breakfast , we will serve a sumptuous breakfast that leaves no room for desire.
For lunch or dinner, you can choose from a wide range of nearby restaurants, from our
favourite village pizzeria to a world-class international restaurant located in the heart of
ancient Amelia.
We look very much forward to seeing you!
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